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Comment letter 11

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Ashley Sellers
David Osaki; Melissa Place; Melissa Place
East Monroe Letter Submission for DSEIS and extension request
Monday, September 28, 2015 5:56:05 PM
Monroe DSEIS.docx

Dear Mr. Osaki and Mrs. Sartorius,
Attached please find our letter regarding the East Monroe DSEIS. Please note I am requesting
a 15 day extension so that I may further investigate and document my concerns. Please see
this and other comments in the attached document. Please confirm receipt.
Thank you,
Ashley Sellers
661-874-9336
20930 E Rivmont Drive
Monroe, WA 98272
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September 28, 2015
Dear Mr. Osaki and Mrs. Sartorius,
First, I’d like to thank you again for holding a very well run, thoughtful hearing on September 23rd.
Although there are differing opinions on this issue I believe you did a great job clearly discussing the
DSEIS. With that being said I apologize if the terminology I use is not correct as this is not my area of
expertise, and I also have not been involved in this movement for several years so with that it is a bit
more to dive into for my husband and I than most parties who are very familiar with the DSEIS. With
that being said I will call out a few items that struck me from a quick glance at the DSEIS but I also would
like to request an extension for the review time of the DSEIS. When speaking with Melissa I expressed
my concern and frustration that the period provided has been relatively short for those of us that work
full time, travel for work, and are not experts in the field. While I value your time and understand the
eagerness to bring this to a close, I am requesting a 15 day extension. I feel compelled to research more
and would like the opportunity to form a clearly articulated response to the DSEIS. Below are a few
items I would like to address now and hope you will grant me the opportunity to present more wellrounded questions and observations with an extension:
1. The culvert below our property- It is very evident that PACE is using this as their winning
argument in the DSEIS. I’d like to point out that this culvert changes levels with the river
which granted has a correlation with rain as well. However, it is not just sitting water and
maintains a level throughout the year. I’d also like to point out that the effect of building
below and having a parking lot and structure would definitely decrease the lands ability to
absorb that water therefore increasing the culvert size and water flow/pressure. I do not
want to be dramatic as I do not feel it helps our cause but many of earth’s natural treasures
were carved out by water. With this being said, that same water will continue to carve out
the bluff that sits below the Rivmont neighborhood.
2. People/lives- Of all the things that have been talked about in the DSEIS I feel that probably
the most important has not been. There are hundreds of people that call the bluff above the
proposed rezone home. People=lives and as Oso should have taught us, sometimes we give
the least consideration to this. I’d like to note that I have walked this bluff and knocked on
the doors of almost every neighbor and we have not been asked if we would be open to
core samples from our properties. To state that developing the property below us will have
no effect on the bluff we call home seems like an atrocious lie that the city should consider
unacceptable especially when testing has not been done to ensure the safety of the bluff
and those on it. I personally welcome you, and strongly encourage you to perform geotech
studies of the actual bluff. Yes, this comes at an additional expense but the city has used
countless tax dollars to represent one land owner and it seems only right to help all land
owners.
3. Property Rights- I actually am not in the same box as some members of our movement, if
you will. I believe that people do have rights to their property. I also believe that those
rights should not impinge on other people’s rights especially when it is a huge financial gain
plug for one property owner. The property owner of the east Monroe property bought the
property as it is currently zoned, “Limited Open Space”, and now he is seeking to make a
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

large financial gain at the cost of the environment and the stability of others’ homes. I
would also like to point out that the said owner also does not attend informational meetings
and often times does not have supporters.
Landslide depiction and study: I reside at 20930 E Rivmont drive and our property shared a
landslide earlier this year with our neighbors. The depiction of the landslide on the map
doesn’t even show the landslide on our property and it is not the right height. It is a sizeable
slide that took fully mature trees with it. I would encourage the city to investigate this more
and would like to reiterate that I am always happy to accommodate the City at my property
for testing/observation. Furthermore I have observed that the bluff has become more
steeply sloped over the last year.
The DSEIS states that the LIDAR was incorrect, so they made adjustments. Why are we
adjusting a report that they are admitting is incorrect? Shouldn’t we have required the
proper testing for the land be done?
Most water flow testing etc has been done during the summer months when the levels are
obviously lower. Washington has also experienced one of its driest summer so these
numbers are a false positive. It seems that these tests should have to take place in the rain
season as well as even PACE says in the DSEIS that “landslide activity is generally expected
to increase during periods of extended precipitation or rain-on snow events” (page29)
This statement is from GeoEngineers page 17:
“Some of the measures suggested above (e.g. cribwalls, riprap/rock buttress) for erosion
mitigation along the abandoned meander channel could be designed and implemented
along the north bank of the channel to help improve slope stability if slope movement
becomes a concern. Such measures would only be effective for stabilizing the lower portion
of the slope. However, it is our opinion that the likelihood that such measures would be
needed is low, provided that conditions at the top of the slope are properly managed (i.e.
yard waste or other materials are not deposited on slopes and runoff is controlled so as not
to exacerbate erosion of the slope). During design phase, appropriate setbacks will need to
be established from the toe of the slope in the northeastern portion of the project property.
It does not appear that additional setbacks from landslide hazards will need to be
established for the primary development area where fill is to be placed.” The highlighted
area seems like a misrepresentation as I have not spoken to anyone who has had the City or
Pace request testing. How can they state the likelihood of measures needed without testing
to know the actual information.
Conflict of interest – Pace has a substantial conflict of interest as they have a lien on the
property. It is in their best interest to rezone this property and speed up the sale. Whether
they have done this or not is speculation and some of the inconsistencies in the report
suggest it to be fact. However, it should be plain knowledge that this is a conflict of interest.
Pace did studies on other “like” sites around Monroe that could house the same type of
commercial property. I suggest that the sites provided are limited and self-serving. I also
would like to point out that Haggens is now closing as well. Monroe needs to focus on its
core business corridor that is already struggling and not move people further away from the
businesses that have trusted Monroe to cultivate an area of growth and opportunity for
them and their employees.
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10. Culvert: PACE suggests that there is no tie between the west end of the Culvert. However,
even their drawing shows the Culvert crossing the road (Figure 4)

11. Here is a snip it of the slide that from figure 3 that recently occurred on the bluff:

The horribly written Letter A represents our property. The recent slide is exhibited in
this drawing by the line labeled B. Please note this slide is not at all in the right place. It
shows the slide in the neighbor’s yard to the NE of us and then partially to the NE of
them when in fact the slide is shared with our property. If this doesn’t prove an
erroneous report I don’t know what will. The slide is clearly visible and should have been
documented properly in a well-studied report. Furthermore here is another picture of
the false location of the slide:
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Again, the blue represents where the slide mass ended up and the line represents the
shared slide. Please note I do not have the computer software to draw exactly where it
is but I think this should be a start in evidencing the incorrect information provided in
the report.
I apologize again that this report is not well articulated but I beg you for more time to construct my
thoughts and thoroughly investigate some of the claims in the DSEIS. Thank you again for your time and
I look forward to hearing from you.
Thank you again for your time.
Sincerely,
Ashley Sellers
661-874-9336
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Comment letter 12

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Osaki
Eilean Davis; Susan Boyd; Christina LaVelle; Melissa Place; Kim Shaw; Brad Feilberg
FW: rezone of east Monroe
Monday, September 28, 2015 10:49:06 AM

DSEIS Comment
From: Doug Fisher [mailto:dfish5@comcast.net]
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 10:40 AM
To: David Osaki
Subject: rezone of east Monroe

I would like to add my objection to the many who have already objected to this rezoning for very
good reasons. Wildlife corridor from the river to valley and beyond, natural water overflow, hillside
erosion, the beginning of open space. I agree whole heartedly with these important concerns. No
one has yet to talk about the traffic problems from creating an access to and from the propose
commercial site. Another roundabout is not what we need on state highway 2. If you look at the
roundabout in east Sultan for example, it backs up traffic during commute times and on the
weekends it brings traffic coming west bound to a standstill. East bound traffic thru Monroe is
already at a standstill with people trying to get home from work. You can just imagine what a
roundabout would add to all of this. Another point I would like to add is the concern for open space,
once you open the door for commercial development to this farming area, there will be no end to
the destruction of our quiet and pleasant valley. As far as alternate locations for commercial space I
would suggest the fry lands commercial, industrial park. Seems to be several vacant spaces there.
No rezoning needed.
Doug Fisher
110 east rivmont drive
Monroe,Wa. 98272
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Comment letter 13

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

David Osaki
Eilean Davis; Susan Boyd; Melissa Place; Kim Shaw; Christina LaVelle
Brad Feilberg; Kristi Kyle
FW: Ecology SEPA comments for the record on East Monroe Rezone DSEIS
Monday, September 28, 2015 9:13:23 PM
East Monroe DSEIS SEPA Letter 9-28-15.pdf

From: Anderson, Paul S. (ECY) [mailto:paan461@ECY.WA.GOV]
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2015 3:45 PM
To: David Osaki
Subject: Ecology SEPA comments for the record on East Monroe Rezone DSEIS

Mr. Osaki:
Thank you for letting us know that the Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
for the proposed East Monroe Rezone is available for our review and comment. We are
pleased to have another opportunity to comment on this proposal.
Attached, please find Ecology’s comments for the record on this project. If you have any
comments about these comments, please let me know.
Paul
Paul S. Anderson, PWS
Wetlands/401 Unit Supervisor
Washington State Department of Ecology
3190 - 160th Ave. SE
Bellevue, WA 98008
Phone: (425) 649-7148
Cell: (425) 765-4691
Fax: (425) 649-7098
Email: Paul.S.Anderson@ecy.wa.gov
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STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY
Northwest Regional Office 3190 160th SE Bellevue, Washington 98008-5452 (425) 649-7000

September 28, 2015

David Osaki, Community Development Director
City of Monroe
806 West Main Street
Monroe, WA 98272
RE:

Ecology SEPA Comments for East Monroe Comprehensive Plan Amendment
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Osaki:
Thank you for notifying the Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) that the
Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (DSEIS) for the proposed East
Monroe rezone is available for our review and comment. Ecology wishes to have the
following comments entered for the record. This proposal involves amending the City of
Monroe (City) Comprehensive Plan to rezone approximately 43 acres immediately north of
U.S. Highway 2 near the eastern city limits. The five parcels are currently zoned Limited
Open Space (LOS) and the DSEIS analyzed a new no action alternative as well as three
alternatives ranging from limited development under the current zoning to rezoning the
parcels as Mixed Use, the most intensive development. The proposed action is to rezone
the site to General Commercial (Alternative 2).
Alternatives Analysis
The DSEIS has incorporated a No Action Alternative that describes the existing conditions
on the site and updated information related to habitat value (Critical Area Study and
Habitat Conservation Report; Appendix B) and potential flooding (Hydraulic Analysis;
Appendix C). The remaining alternatives have not been appreciably revised from those in
the final environmental impact statement (FEIS) and it is still difficult to distinguish
significant differences (and impacts) from the various development proposals. The DSEIS
did not include updated drawings of the development proposals for each of the alternatives
and Table 1 only compares the No Action Alternative with the other combined alternatives,
leaving the impression that there are only two alternatives being assessed (no new
development and development).
In addition, the proposal is to rezone all five parcels within the 43-acre site, yet the
analyses in the DSEIS only focus on development of 11.3 acres outside of critical areas
and a designated Native Growth Protection Area (NGPA), stressing that this is the only
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David Osaki
RE: Ecology SEPA Comments for East Monroe DSEIS
September 28, 2015
Page 2
development footprint allowed under the current Monroe Municipal Code (MMC). More
information is needed on whether the NGPA has already been recorded for all of the
critical areas on the site and their associated buffers. The note on DSEIS Figure 5 states
that NGPA boundary is representative and to see the recorded Snohomish County survey
documents for more accurate information. It would help the City and reviewers understand
potential impacts from future development if the recorded easements were provided as a
figure or figures in the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (FSEIS).
As a clarification, development within wetlands and fish and wildlife habitat areas is not
outright prohibited as the DSEIS would seem to indicate. Rather, development within
these critical areas requires additional analyses and unavoidable impacts typically need to
be mitigated, but development is not prohibited. If the current rezone were to be approved
without a recorded NGPA on each parcel and parcels were sold off separately, then each
new owner could then apply for development under a reasonable use exception. The
cumulative impact from this scenario has the potential for significantly more
environmental harm than development of the site with a recorded easement (NGPA)
already in place. The cumulative impacts analysis in the DSEIS (Section 1.6) did not
address independent development of the five parcels, and the associated impacts. If the
proponents are sincere about minimizing environmental harm and in only developing 11.3
acres of the site, then the rezone request should only consider 11.3 acres and not the entire
43 acre site.
The DSEIS indicates that impacts to critical areas will be avoided under all of the
development proposals. It is unclear how development of Parcel D (northeast corner of the
site) will occur without impacting the slough and associated wetlands since the parcel is
located on the far side of the slough and the current farm road and bridge are not adequate
for commercial traffic or emergency access. Based on the wetland boundaries shown in
Figure 5, it is hard to imagine how a new road accessing Parcel D could be constructed
without impacting wetlands and their associated buffers.
Affected Environment
Conclusions in two sections of the DSEIS are not entirely supported by available
information and Ecology recommends that additional information on these sections be
provided in the FSEIS. These two sections include the assessment of existing conditions
for surface water and also fish and wildlife habitat.
The Surface Water discussion (Section 3.2.1), as well as a statement in the Summary
(Section 1.3, p. 9), concludes that because there is no culvert beneath the railroad at the
southeast end of the slough, there is no surface water connection between the slough and
the Skykomish River and that the southeast end of the slough receives water from the State
Route 2 roadside ditches. It is my understanding that the railway base is composed of
relatively porous rip rap that does have a hydrologic connection with the river during high
flows. The railroad base does preclude fish access to the southeast end of the slough, but it
is not an impermeable barrier. Also, wetlands to the east of the site on the north side of
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David Osaki
RE: Ecology SEPA Comments for East Monroe DSEIS
September 28, 2015
Page 3
State Route 2 appear to drain towards the slough; input from the ditch system to the
southeast end of the slough is not simply road runoff.
The Hydraulic Analysis (Appendix C) modelled flood elevations on the site based on the
current flood model prepared for FEMA (Northwest Hydraulic Consultants, Inc., 2006),
available LiDAR data and field-surveyed elevations. The modelled 100-year flood
elevation used in the Hydraulic Analysis for the existing conditions is 65.31 feet which
would increase by 0.04 feet under the built out condition. The Hydraulic Analysis used a
100-year event discharge of 64,600 cubic feet/second (cfs) at the Gold Bar Skykomish
River gage. However, the USGS and FEMA list the 100-year event discharge as 119,300
cfs for this gage. More explanation should be provided for the rationale of using 64,600
cfs as the 100-year event discharge, when the FEMA model was developed using the
119,300 cfs discharge. Figure A-1 in the Hydraulic Analysis should also be revised to
show 119,300 cfs discharge.
The fish and wildlife analysis concludes that because the slough is not accessible to fish at
the upstream end, the in-water habitat value of the slough is greatly diminished. Because
the southwest (downstream) end of the slough is fully accessible to Skykomish River fish,
it still has the potential to provide critical off-channel refugia for fish, particularly during
high flow events. The velocities in the slough would be much lower than in the main
channel and would provide resting and foraging areas for fish. This type of habitat has
been identified as critical for juvenile Chinook salmon by the National Marine Fisheries
Service (Federal Register, 70:170 52630-52858). The fact that fish were not observed
during a single site visit in June and that the slough is not accessible at the upstream end
does not negate the potential importance of the slough as fish habitat.
We look forward to receiving a copy of the FSEIS for our review and comment. If you
have any questions or would like to discuss my comments, please give me a call at (425)
649-7148 or send an email to paan461@ecy.wa.gov.

Sincerely,

Paul S. Anderson, PWS
Wetlands/401 Unit Supervisor
Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Program

PSA: awp
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Comment letter 14

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ryan, Faye
Christina LaVelle
Kim Shaw; Matulich, David B
RE: Notice of Planning Commission Public Hearing E. Monroe Heritage Baptist Fellowship
Tuesday, September 29, 2015 3:46:45 PM

Tina,
PSE has no electric transmission or gas lines through these parcels and no easements. We have no
objection to the proposed change of zoning.
Faye Ryan, SR/WA
Senior Real Estate Representative
Northern Region
Puget Sound Energy
Right-of-Way Department
1660 Park Lane
Burlington, WA 98233

Easement ?s   
http://pse.com/accountsandservices/YourProperty/Pages/Easements.aspx
faye.ryan@pse.com
360-766-5455 (ofc)
360-628-2864 (cell)
From: Christina LaVelle [mailto:CLaVelle@monroewa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, September 22, 2015 9:52 AM
Cc: Kim Shaw; Christina LaVelle
Subject: Notice of Planning Commission Public Hearing

Dear Interested Parties and Agencies,
Attached please find the Notice of Planning Commission Public Hearing on the East Monroe
Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Rezone an corresponding vicinity map. The subject property is
comprised of five parcels approximately 43 acres in area located within the eastern portion of the City
of Monroe north of the Skykomish River along the north side of State Route 2.
Interested person(s) may provide public testimony regarding the comprehensive plan amendment
and/or rezone at the public hearing. Written comments must be received in original form prior to or at
the public hearing. For additional information regarding the above project, please contact David Osaki,
Community Development Director @ (360) 863-4544 or email @ dosaki@monroewa.gov.
Thank You,
Tina

Tina LaVelle

Planning Technician
PH 360.863.4533
Email clavelle@monroewa.gov
www.monroewa.gov
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Comment letter 15
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Comment letter 16

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

David Osaki
Eilean Davis; Susan Boyd
Melissa Place; Kim Shaw; Christina LaVelle
FW: East Monroe Rezone
Wednesday, October 07, 2015 1:40:07 PM

From: DIANA OLSON [mailto:dolson7715@msn.com]
Sent: Wednesday, October 07, 2015 12:32 PM
To: David Osaki
Subject: East Monroe Rezone
To Whom It May Concern:
Here we are again - spending our time, energy and funds to revisit once more the East
Monroe Rezone issue. I must admit I am struggling to find words that have not already
been said to express my concerns during yet another "opportunity" for public comment.
The thing that keeps me involved in trying to find balance on this issue is that there are
rarely opportunities in life to revisit a topic over and over again until you get the answer
that you want. Yet that appears to be the status of this rezone request. It has been
rejected multiple times by multiple sources over multiple issues. However the Monroe City
Council has on more than one occasion refused to accept that this rezone is flawed and has
allowed further action. They have even reversed their own actions!
I can list again my concerns as a Monroe citizen and taxpayer:
- The amount of time and resources (both human and financial) that have been expended
by the City of Monroe on this issue is alarming. I have two questions:

1. Where else in the city has such a biased approach been used? I certainly don't know
all of the city's business, but if this is common than as a citizen I would like to see a
list of similar projects that have been revisited over and over before a final
determination is reached and accepted. It would certainly inform my future view
of City Council elections as I look for elected officials to govern.
2. If this situation is unique, what makes it so? Is it because of the special interest of
the landowner and their relationship to certain council members?
- Our property overlooks the proposed rezoned area. We have lived here for over 25
years. In that time, this land has seen multiple occurrences of flooding. To not consider
this as a flood plan is incomprehensible. I don't care who is hired to give an assessment - I
have to trust my own eyes and common sense. This land should not be rezoned for
development just because it is not underwater at the moment.
- Several issues in the Table 1 Potential Impacts & Mitigation Measures list "unavoidable
impacts". This area contains wetlands, a stream, wildlife, and vegetation. While most
impacts are listed as temporary, what assurances are there that they will not cause
permanent change? For example, we already see wildlife in the residential area above this
proposed rezone. Will further disruption of that area bring more coyotes to my front lawn?
Not a welcome outcome, trust me!!
- Traffic on Highway 2 leaving Monroe to the east (past this proposed rezone area) is often
bumper to bumper. Again, I don't need a traffic study - I can see the highway with my
own eyes. Common sense says that there is no way to seamlessly add additional traffic
entering at the exact point that is already jammed up. And what about the proposed
Comments page 190

bypass - how would that affect this area in the future?
As elected officials of the City of Monroe and all of its citizens, please use some common
sense and vote to reject this rezone forever.
Sincerely,
Diana Olson
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Comment letter 19
Received 10-9-2015
From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

David Osaki
Eilean Davis; Susan Boyd
Melissa Place; Christina LaVelle; Kim Shaw; Kristi Kyle
FW: East Monroe Letter Submission for DSEIS and extension request
Friday, October 09, 2015 11:01:37 AM
DSEIS 2nd review.docx

From: Ashley Sellers [mailto:ashleysellers0406@outlook.com]
Sent: Friday, October 09, 2015 10:59 AM
To: Melissa Place
Cc: David Osaki
Subject: RE: East Monroe Letter Submission for DSEIS and extension request

Happy Friday Mr. Osaki and Mrs. Sartorius!!!!
Attached please find my 2nd submission regarding the DSEIS. Thank you very much for
allowing me more time to review the document.
Sincerely,
Ashley Sellers
661-874-9336
From: ashleysellers0406@outlook.com
Subject: Re: East Monroe Letter Submission for DSEIS and extension request
Date: Tue, 29 Sep 2015 17:01:32 -0700
To: MPlace@monroewa.gov
CC: DOsaki@monroewa.gov
Thank you Melissa! Have a great evening.
Sent from my iPhone
On Sep 29, 2015, at 5:00 PM, Melissa Place <MPlace@monroewa.gov> wrote:
Hi Ashley, I can confirm that we did indeed receive your comments on the East Monroe
rezone.
Thank you, Melissa
Melissa Place, AICP
Senior Planner
City of Monroe
PH-360.863.4608
Fax-360.794.4007
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From: Ashley Sellers [mailto:ashleysellers0406@outlook.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 29, 2015 4:29 PM
To: David Osaki; Melissa Place; Melissa Place
Subject: RE: East Monroe Letter Submission for DSEIS and extension request

Good Afternoon,
I apologize for bugging you again however I wanted to confirm that you have
received my submission for the East Monroe rezone.
Thank you,
Ashley Sellers
From: ashleysellers0406@outlook.com
To: dosaki@monroewa.gov; mplace@monroewa.gov;
msartorius@monroewa.gov
Subject: East Monroe Letter Submission for DSEIS and extension request
Date: Mon, 28 Sep 2015 18:38:52 -0500
Dear Mr. Osaki and Mrs. Sartorius,
Attached please find our letter regarding the East Monroe DSEIS. Please note I am
requesting a 15 day extension so that I may further investigate and document my
concerns. Please see this and other comments in the attached document. Please
confirm receipt.
Thank you,
Ashley Sellers
661-874-9336
20930 E Rivmont Drive
Monroe, WA 98272
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Comment letter 20

CITY OF MONROE
SPECIAL PUBLIC HEARING FOR EAST MONROE DEIS
September 23, 2015
David Oskai
Well, first of all, its 7:00 and I do want to get started on time. I really do appreciate the fact that you’re
taking the time to be here, but I do want to respect everyone’s time because I know this is a work day,
work night and some of you have to go to work tomorrow, so I’d like to be able to get out of here at 9 at
the latest. If we need to go a little longer we can go a little longer, but it all depends on how many of
you are planning to speak tonight and when we get to that point what I’m going to do is just kind of ask
how many people are planning to speak to kind of get a sense of just how much time to allot each
speaker, so that you can hopefully get your points across as part of the process but we give everybody a
chance and opportunity to express themselves. My name’s Dave Osaki. I’m the Community
Development Director for the City of Monroe. I’m also what’s called the SEPA Responsible Official
for the City of Monroe which means I’m responsible for overseeing all of the environmental documents
that relate to the State Environmental Policy Act and I know that when I go through this, I’m going be
throwing out terms and phrases that are basically jargon to some extent it is technical and if I do, just
try to ask me to explain that a little bit more. But the whole basis for the hearing tonight is to take
testimony on a document called a Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement which is
required by the city for a development proposal, a non-project proposal, and it’s also to comply with the
requirements of the State Environmental Policy Act. There is, or has been, before the city, a proposal to amend
the future land use map of the city, so the Comprehensive Land Use map, and concurrent with that, or the same
time with that, is a proposal in terms you’re probably more familiar with, a rezone, for 43 acres of property on the
North side of US 2 near the eastern city limits of Monroe and we’ll have presentation from the consultant tonight
and show you the vicinity map and show you the exact parcels if you’re not familiar with them, ah, but then the
application came in and the city made a decision that it would require that an Environmental Impact Statement be
prepared as part of that proposal. Ah, that proposal went through the Planning Commission hearing, went through
City Council hearing, the City Council approved the Comp. Plan amendment, it approved the rezone and as part
of that overall process, there was something called a Final Environmental Impact Statement that was prepared that
evaluated the environmental impact of that Comprehensive Plan amendment and rezone. And so, that council
action to approve the comp plan amendment from what’s called Limited open space to General Commercial, and
to approve the zone change from what’s called limited open space zone to general commercial, was appealed.
And appeals of a legislative action by comprehensive plan amendments and rezones go to a body called the
Growth Management Hearing Board and that’s a state body set up to hear appeals of Comprehensive plan
amendments or comp plan or code amendments, related to the growth management act. And what the hearing
board did is basically invalidated the city’s passage of the comprehensive plan amendment ordinance and the
rezone ordinance because it said that it failed to accurately address the environmental impacts in a specific area
and I’m just generalizing right now but that specific area was issues related to natural environment, things like
hydrology, erosion, land slide hazards, flood plain, habitat management. Basically the hearing board said your
environmental analysis of that rezone of that comprehensive plan amendment is inadequate and we’re invalidating
the city’s approval of the comprehensive plan amendment and the rezone, go back and do it again. And by going
back and doing it again, what they’re saying is do some more detailed environmental analysis. And so, what we
have prepared is what’s called a draft supplemental environmental impact statement. And the purpose of tonight’s
hearing is to listen to what you have to say about this document. Two key words here, well all five words are key,
but two key words here, draft. And that means this is a draft and there’s a public comment period, that public
comment period is 30 days, it started August 28th, ends September 28th at 5 p.m., during that 30 day comment
period, it’s actually 31 days only because ah, 8/30 falls on a Sunday, so we carried it over to the next Monday.
But basically what it’s saying is during that 31 day comment period, we’re asking you, members of the public, to
give us comments on this document and those comments can be in written form again and we need those by 5
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o’clock Monday, September 28th or they can be orally if the city decides to hold a public hearing. And so this
hearing tonight isn’t required, it’s optional, ah, but if you’re like me, sometimes you don’t have a lot of time to
write a lot of long letters and it’s just easier to come, speak and provide the comments orally but you can also
provide comments orally tonight or, and/or, you can provide written comments by that 5 o’clock deadline on the
28th. Now, what that means is ah, you have a draft, but then we have to prepare a final environmental impact
statement and in that final environmental impact statement, we as a city, are obligated to provide written
responses to all your comments. So, if you give oral comment tonight and in the final environmental impact
statement, there will be a section that basically summarizes the meeting tonight for transcribes the text of
tonight’s public hearing and there will be written response from the city back to your comments. If you provide
written comments to the city, we will respond back in writing in the final environment impact statement. So, your
comments are very, very important. SEPA is intended to give the public an opportunity to comment on the
environmental impacts of the proposal, so that’s the purpose of why we’re having the hearing tonight and that’s
the purpose of that 30 day comment period.
The other key word in this is supplemental, ah and the reason it says supplemental, well supplemental that
means that it’s supplementing something, and what this document basically does is build on the final
environmental impact statement that was produced back in September of 2013 to a company of the prior rezone
and the prior comprehensive plan amendment that I spoke about earlier that was approved by the City Council
and subsequently invalidated by the growth management hearing board. So, this document goes out under my
signature, so when you speak tonight, I’m the one that’s really going to be listening to what you have to say. I’ll
be taking your comments into consideration, I’ll be taking these comments into consideration and we’ll be
preparing that final environmental impact statement. Helping the city prepare this is the consultant team, which is
Pace Engineers, and they’re here tonight and they’re going to give a short presentation to kind of walk you
through this document to give you a sense of, a little bit of summary of where we’ve been, what the hearing board
again said, a maybe a little bit of a synopsis so that when you review this document you’ll be in a position to give
us the comments by that deadline, oops, excuse me, on the 28h. A few things, this document’s on line on the City
of Monroe web site, so if you need to find it you can find it there. We have some CD copies of this document;
typically we sell those CD copies for 5 dollars, if you really want a CD copy really bad tonight, ah if we have
enough, I’ll give them to you. Um, but then you can also purchase a copy and that one I just can’t give to you
because the cost of producing this document ran about 75 – 80 dollars, but if you need to get a copy, let us know
and we’ll produce a copy for you and we can sell it to you. But with the time between now, which is the 23rd and
the deadline for written comments which is the 28th, again we’d be happy to produce those documents for you, but
it’d be quicker for you to go on line or get the CD copy if you want to do it that way. Um, I know like I said, I
know SEPA is a lot of terms, uh, a lot of jargon, but basically the intent is reproduce the document, that
supplements the final environmental impact statement, it supplements it in areas of the growth management
hearings board said take a look and do some more work on this and this is a public comment period for 30 days
for you to weigh in on what you think and you can, you can weigh in tonight orally or you can weigh in in writing
or you can do both, uh, but again we have to respond as a city and the final environmental impact statement
document in writing and any comments that come to us before 5 pm September 28th. So, let me uh, just take a
little more time here. That’s the environmental impact statement portion of this. That’s evaluating the
environmental impacts of the proposal to amend the comprehensive plan and to amend the zoning map for a
rezone. Uh, comprehensive plan amendment and the rezone also have a process associated with them and there
will be a public hearing before the City of Monroe Planning Commission on October 12th, Monday at 7 pm here
in the Council Chambers where the Planning Commission will take testimony on the comprehensive plan
amendment and the rezone. So, there’s multiple portions to this process and if I’m not clear at all, uh, I’ll make
sure I have some cards here for you tonight, just give me a phone call tomorrow and I’ll try to explain it and make
sure you understand it. But there is more opportunities to comment on the actual comprehensive plan amendment
and the rezone. The planning commissions are 7 member advisory bodies, they’ll take testimony and they’ll make
a recommendation to the City Council and the City Council again will make a final decision on the
comprehensive plan amendment and the rezone. I can’t give you a day when the City Council will actually
consider this; we need to wrap this up by December 1st to comply with the growth management hearings board
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deadline, uh, but the actual days that the City Council will consider the comprehensive plan amendment and the
rezone won’t get set until the Planning Commission actually completes its work and makes its recommendation.
So I see some heads going up this way, which is a good sign, so, uh, and I’ll be here for the rest of the night, so if
some ideas or questions come up I’d be happy to answer them about process later on. But now what I’d like to do
is introduce the, um, consultant team that worked on the preparation of the IS, and I’ll let you introduce
yourselves, but it’s Pace Engineers out of Kirkland. Uh, they have a short power point presentation, and then at
that point we’ll just move into taking testimony, uh, from anyone that wants to speak tonight. So, thank you very,
uh, thank you very much for coming here tonight, really appreciate it.
Susan Boyd
Perfect intro, Dave, thank you. Um, I’m Susan Boyd for those of you who haven’t met me yet. Um, I’m a PACE
engineer (unintelligible). The lead on this project with me tonight is Eileen Davis, and um, one of our, one of our
engineers (unintelligible) is Phil Cheesman. Um, if you don’t mind I’m going to sit and do my presentation from
there and I’ve never been accused of not having a loud enough voice, so I think it will work out just fine.
David Osaki
Want to hit the lights (unintelligible)? Thank you (unintelligible). Thank you.
Susan Boyd
So welcome again. Here we are talking about the, the Environmental Impact Analyses for the East Monroe
Comprehensive Plan Amendment and Rezone. I think everybody, well I hope everybody knows that what we will
be talking about is a forty-two acre site located in the eastern end in town. Um, and, in an area that, uh, is
currently zoned for the limited open space. Also an area that has some developable area on the site that’s, uh,
that’s really what we’re going to be talking about tonight, and what we talk about throughout the EIS. Let’s get
this together (unintelligible) here. Um, the project team, PACE Engineers, myself, Eileen Davis I introduced.
The project team hasn’t changed a lot. We’ve gone a little deeper and, uh, thicker into some of our resources as
we prepared this supplemental EIS, um, to do more analyses, more modeling, more technical stuff. Um, in
general, wetlands resources remains the overall, um, be-all that didn’t, uh, experts on plants and animals, the
habitat evaluation. They are the specialists for Snohomish County. Scott Brainard I think a lot of you have met in
the past. He engaged some of his, um, some of his staff to do a little bit more research and evaluation as we went
through the supplemental EIS process. Watershed Science and Engineering, um, wasn’t talked a lot about during
the draft EIS and planned the EIS process, but, um, their role in this i-is really pretty, pretty important. They are
the, um, engineers that, uh, that evaluated and determined all the new FEMA-proposed flood plain elevations.
They did all the FEMA modeling for the Skykomish River. Um, they got involved in this process by doing a
bunch more modeling, a bunch more field and constants and, uh, just digging deeper and further into hy—how
hydraulics on the site were. GeoEngineers, similarly, was more involved in that we were telling that it was a nonparty cash in. They were involved more on the, not-so-detailed level as w-, as we went into for the supplemental
EIS. For this process GeoEngineers went out there with a bunch of field guys, digging holes, poking, poking the
rods in the soil and, and really looking at the hillside in, uh, much more detail, much more, much more emphasis
on that. Um, I guess before I leave that slide, maybe the biggest change in the project team since last time we met
is having Dave Osaki on board. The city has a whole new (unintelligible) official who, well, quite frankly put us
through the wringers, and it went through, went through the entire process start to finish and looked every aspect
of the Environmental Impact Statement from the Draft EIS to the Final EIS and then to the SEIS and really made
us repeat everything again, and over and over again. And, um, and just added a new set of eyes, I guess I’ll leave
it at that, and-and we’re appreciative of that, we found many things as a result. Um, uh, I feel that we’re more
prepared than we were previously because some of the questions he asked, and, and I just appreciate his
involvement in the process. So just a bit of history—as Dave mentioned, this the Comprehensive Plan
Amendment and Rezone for Limited Open Space (unintelligible) commercial. Um, the FEIS was issued and the
Comp Plan Amendment and Rezones was approved by the council in 2015—no, it was actually the second
approval of this Rezone and Comp Amendment. August 2014, um, as a result of, of some appeals the, um,
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growth management (unintelligible) spore came back with a, with a decision and finding that indicated that the
Comp Plan Amendment and Rezone was essentially invalidate pending additional environmental analysis to
address an impasse. The existing site conditions, um, despite the fact that this is not a project-level um, um,
proposal, it’s a non-project action; they wanted more information on existing site conditions to follow the surface
water and habitat. And I, I can’t imagine anybody in this who doesn’t, doesn’t agree with the fact those are the
key issues for this site, and the, and the things that need to be looked at. So we did just that. Uh, again,
(unintelligible) the site. Forty-three acres total and just over eleven acres that are developable. Five parcels, US
2, many of your homes (unintelligible) up on Rivmont and the EIS to the north, on the top side of the project and
you can see the Skykomish River on the south. So once they issued their, their findings, we had to go back and do
a, a Supplemental EIS. It was prepared following, (unintelligible), following the guidelines that GMHB gave us.
One thing that was really key was that they didn’t feel that they were reading the baseline conditions of the site as
clearly as they could have, so they asked us to, was to add an alternative that said “no action, no development,
clarify baseline conditions”. We’ve done that. And then they asked us to, to really be a little bit more succinct
and clarify what happens to the entire forty three-acre site in terms of landslide, erosion hazard, um, potential
impacts with fill placement, um, values and functions of environmental site features. We’ve got wetlands, we’ve
got habitat, we’ve got streams, we’ve got a-a bunch of environmental site features that, that were worthy of
discussing and, um, let me expand on that. Potential development impacts to habitat. Um, flooding is-is
something that’s come up over and over and over again and, uh, we have expanded on that. And then, um, one
thing that we didn’t do but the City did, was look at where else in the City could general commercial development
happen and have the same sort of impact. Many were positive as, as the site that we’re dealing with today. So—
are there other sites that could accommodate the same sort of development, that, um, that this site might be able
to. Again, by, by way of history we had three alternatives. Um, typically a no-action alternative on a, on a, uh, a
non-private action, uh, proposal you don’t have to do a “no action, no development”, you do a “no action under
current zoning”. Growth Management Hearing Board said they wanted to see a “no action, no development”
alternative. What happens if we leave the site the same, identical to what it is today and nothing happens there.
So we added that alternative. Um, and we love getting alternate tips the same, there was no questions on those.
And, uh, I guess just by way of, of revisiting—alternative one was, “what would you do if you had limited open
space zoning and you developed it to the highest and best use under that zoning”. Um alternative two, which was
the proposed action “rezoning to general commercial”, alternative three “rezoning to mixed-use commercial”. So
those were the three original alternatives plus the alternative that we added. Um, I probably didn’t see this, um.
One of the biggest challenges, exciting parts, interesting parts of, about this project has been the myriad of
restrictions that are associated with the site. It’s forty three acres, eleven of those acres, 11.33 or whatever it is,
you know, just, just over a fourth of the area is actually considered developable. The sort of white, grayish,
shaded area is native-growth protection area, and that area is filed on record with Snohomish County as “can’t
touch it”, “can’t do anything”. Um, that takes 23 acres out of, out of the mix. Beyond that you can see some
different hash lines that you can look at too in the EIS in the, in the handouts it’s probably more, more, um,
apparent. Those are areas are further protected, or protected in their own way from, from various environmental
constraints associated with the property. So the property owner owns forty three acres, eleven acres are, are
developable under current code.
Unknown person
Is it possible to ask a question?
Susan Boyd
(unintelligible)
Unknown person
Uh, well I think…
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Susan Boyd
Maybe we should go…
Unknown person
It shouldn’t get to this, (voices overlapping) (unintelligible) first?
Susan Boyd
Can you remember it, that’s the…
Unknown person
(unintelligible) possible
Susan Boyd
Um, findings of the SEIS, uh, one of the biggest things is, is the topography and landslide potential. And let me,
let me find page up here. The brown area that you see on the, uh, on the slide there is the (unintelligible) slope,
erosion and landslide potential area. I can see very little of it is actually on the property, it’s, it’s on the adjacent
properties but, but nevertheless, you know, this is a cumulative impact analysis, so. So you can see that by the
landslide hazards are. Um, when a landslide, or when the, uh, two technical engineers would now go with their
probes and their shovels and, and whatnot, they found evidence of previous of shallow sliding on the site, or on
the site, on the area north of the site. Um, they also found that, that no impact of steep slopes was associated with
development of the site if it was done to code. I want to really point out over and over, as loud as I can say it, that
no disturbance is proposed north of the slew, nor, no disturbance is proposed within the slew. We’re not looking
at touching anything within, within the, uh, (unintelligible) high watermark of, of the slew. Another key finding,
a-a-a really important finding, a really strong one, sorry about that, is that as we got in there and we looked at the,
the model closer, and we looked at the onsite conditions closer, we realized that, that previously everybody and
his brother thought that water would come through here and flow through the slew and back up here to the river.
What we realized since then is there is no hydraulic direct hydro…drol…direct hydraulic continuity to the
Skykomish River here. All that’s coming into the slew from here is ditch water along the, along the SR 2. So, so
that was a big finding for us. What we realized is that water will come in here and it will back water into, into the
wetlands here, and then during really high water events, water will come up in this culvert, back water into the
slew and then back out. Um, interesting finding for us, interesting finding for FEMA (unintelligible). But, uh,
really key to what we looked in the SEIS process, is that when it’s (unintelligible) makes us understand better
how water flows through the system or doesn’t flow through the system. And, um, lead to I think some, some
pretty important conclusions in the SEIS. Uh, yes, let’s see we have the surface water, we clarified the hydraulic
connection, and we clarified non-direct connection on the east side of the property and limited fish use and fish
passage through, through the site. (unintelligible) storage, flood storage, <coughs>, excuse me, has always been
questioned on this site and a lot of you have brought it up, uh, over and over again. Um, I think the important
thing here is there, the provision compensatory flood storage will determine how much development is allowed at
the time the development proposal is made. And that’s kind of bottom line to the whole thing. Um, provision of
this sort, it’s maybe it’s ten acres to be developed, maybe it’s eleven acres, maybe it’s more depending on
compensatory flood storage. But the, the point is, is that what the code says is that we will do whatever it takes to
ensure no impact is (unintelligible) velocity or elevation of surface water in the stream. And that’s why you have
those codes, and, and that’s, um, that’s what the SEIS view is. Some of you have seen this, this slide before, um,
unless there’s questions I don’t know that we need to go into it in detail. But it shows, I guess where the hundred,
hundred-year flood elevation is at sixty-five feet.
Unknown person
Three five
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Susan Boyd
Three five, thank you. And where we would need to cut and, and fill two to make sure that the site continues to
provide the same amount of flood storage that it has in the past. It doesn’t impact upstream properties or
downstream properties. Um, you know, we could argue forever about the (unintelligible) here and there, but it all
gets determined at the time of development. It’s a non-project action. The point is, is that we’ve had the best
experts in, in region look at it and say that we can develop this property without any impact to upstream or
downstream properties. And, and I think that’s what’s critical point needs to be made. Um, gosh I felt like I had
more to say, but here we are at the end. Tonight we’re looking for, for verbal comments, um, as Dave mentioned
September 28th is the deadline for written comments. Dave’s taking the comments, um, excellent representation
of the city that provides with Dave and…I, I hope we get through this, I guess, is, is my final closing argument, or
closing statement. So did I miss anything, or..?
Dave Osaki
No, I mean, you know if you have a, if you have a question, that I think we don’t to have to focus all the team
here (unintelligible) question that we’ve barely answered, and go ahead and just ask it. Um, if we can’t answer it,
then either put it down in writing or if you speak tonight, just mention it because then we have to, we’re obligated
to respond to it and find the (unintelligible).
?
I think it’s a basic, simple question is, when you’re looking at 43 acres, thereabouts, you’re looking at 11 acres are
buildable, thereabouts, 11.3, whatever.
Susan Boyd
Right, right
?
Why are you attempting to rezone all 43 acres? That’s what scares me.
Susan Boyd
Because of how code is written, you can’t rezone half of a parcel. It that-those prop—those portions of the
property that are under restriction, we may not have restriction, but you can’t rezone half of a parcel. You’d have
to subdivide the parcel and go from there. It’s uh…
?
Why not?
Susan Boyd
...uh…
David Osaki
Well let me, ok,…
Susan Boyd
(unintelligible) ask what procedure (voices overlapping) (unintelligible)
David Osaki
Yeah, let me; let me respond to it this way. Um, this is an application to the city for a (unintelligible) amendment
and a rezone, so the actual application to us came in that form, so we’re responding to a request for an application
from a private party. So that’s, that’s basically the proposal for us.
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?
Ok
Susan Boyd
If, if I could add that the property owner is fully acknowledges throughout the document that the other threequarters of the property is not developable, and it’s already under restriction in, in at the county assessor’s office.
So they acknowledge that and, they’re willing to give it up.
?
I-I-I guess in the back of my mind is, is, uh, Fryelands, you know, which was under water blah, blah, blah, two
million yards of fill later, you got houses all over the place. You know what I mean? Things can be done. But
you said this can’t be done, because…
Susan Boyd
It’s an (unintelligible) growth protection area easement, and it’s, it’s recorded and…
?
If I could just make one little comment…
David Osaki
Actually when you, uh, if you get to the point, uh, of making a comment I actually prefer you came up to the
podium and gave your name and address….
?
Sure…
David Osaki
Oh, but let’s wait a quick second, I’m sorry…
?
Ok
David Osaki
Um, if it’s a real quick question that you (unintelligible) the answered in (unintelligible) I’m seeing a hand but I
can’t see, I’m sorry…
? #2
(unintelligible) a real quick question. So, you said the property owner acknowledges that he also (unintelligible)
property, so that’s not very comforting (unintelligible) to a lot of people. But my big question is, you said as the
property’s zoned right now there’s a lot undevelopable acres, so as it zoned now. What are you hoping to
develop? What will change when it changes? How do you develop (unintelligible) acres?
Susan Boyd
Um, it’s, I-I think maybe there’s a little bit of a misconception, yeah. It’s not that they hope to develop, it’s that
all the eleven areas—eleven acres are under restriction from development. We don’t have a development
proposal. But the main portion of the property (unintelligible) one more time….
?#2
I guess, sorry, (unintelligible)
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Susan Boyd
So everything outside of that yellow area in that, in the shaded brown is restricted from development. We don’t
have any choice in that, the code says “you may not go there”.
?#2
As it’s zoned now, though. Even when you change it, (unintelligible)
Susan Boyd
At, yes…
?#2
Ok, ‘cause you just said (unintelligible)
Susan Boyd
I’m sorry, I mean…(unintelligible)
?#3
So (unintelligible) what is that showing up your, this, what’s that referring to. Isn’t that how…
Susan Boyd
So the, the white area that we sho—that you see here. The gray, I guess, is um, (unintelligible) but this area here,
that’s the shaded gray is native growth protection area easement. Really nothing can happen there.
?#3
Right, right (unintelligible)
Susan Boyd
Yeah, this area. This is wetlands. We have stream buffers, we have steep slope buffers leaving us with, under
current conditions, (voices overlapping)…
???
Ok (voices overlapping) (unintelligible)
Susan Boyd
…(unintelligible) yellow line is…
???
(unintelligible) that can
Susan Boyd
That’s what can be developed
???
And what’s the green?
Susan Boyd
The green…
????
What’s the green between the tan and the white?
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Susan Boyd
Outside NGP, NGPA put in critical areas.
???
What is this, up to the right (unintelligible) there’s, that’s a driveway going up to the right of that up by the bluff
on the right-hand side?
Susan Boyd
Yup
???
Yeah, and up there, the green and then the little (unintelligible), what’s that referring to?
Susan Boyd
They’re building a (unintelligible) house. There’s a (unintelligible) house there.
???
Yeah, right?
Susan Boyd
We can develop with in the, the beige areas. These tan areas.
?????
And there’s also a beige area extreme upper right?
Susan Boyd
Yes, there is, there’s a high spot up there.
?????
And that’s buildable? And that’s (unintelligible) unbuildable if the, (voices overlapping) (unintelligible)
Susan Boyd
(voices overlapping) (unintelligible) Yeah, if we could do pie in the sky and we had a project, yes, it could be
developed.
??????
How would you get to it across all the wetlands, though?
Susan Boyd
That’s the project action part. That’s where somebody comes up with a developable proposal—they’d have to
prove to the city that they could do that there.
David Osaki
Can I just get a sense of how many people might actually want to speak tonight? So I’m looking at maybe, I’m
looking in the dark, about 7? Ok. Because I actually, I actually want to get to the public testimony portion. And
if we can get through that quick enough, then I can just kind of scan to the public testimony portion and if you’re
willing, for those that still want to stay around, we can decide to answer questions.
Susan Boyd
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I think that’s a, a great way to go, so I’d be happy (unintelligible)
David Osaki
Yeah, because I…
Susan Boyd
(unintelligible)
David Osaki
…I’m real sensitive to the people that need to be home at a certain time or anything like that. So for those who
want to speak, I want to make sure you have a chance to get up and speak. And then if you need to go home, you
can go home, and those of you who want to stay because you have some questions to answer we can certainly to
do that. Assuming we can finish at a reasonable time. But I’m looking at maybe about eight people that want to
speak, so, if I gave you each 8 minutes, do you think you could finish yours…We’ll give a shot. Let me just start
off with about 8 minutes, um, maximum and then we’ll just see where we are when everybody has a chance to
speak. My guess is I think we need to speak soon if (unintelligible) in eight minutes, but let’s give that a run. I
want to make sure you have a chance to, um, say what you want to say. And if I’m not taking notes while you’re
speaking it’s probably because I can almost promise you I’m going to listen to the tape again or I’m going to be
reading a transcript of this, uh, before we go (unintelligible) the IS, so, uh, really I’m all ears right now and will
be reading or either listening to this tape again. So, um, I have no order in terms of how you might get up to
speak, so whoever wants to come up and speak, you’re more than welcome to. Just need you to come up to the
podium, give your name and address, and, uh, I’m not in a position to answer questions, so just listen to what you
have to say, and that’s the whole purpose of tonight. So…
Susan Boyd
A couple people signed up.
David Osaki
Anybody is welcome to start off. There we go. Thank you very much (unintelligible).
Darlene Wolf-Setzer
Is it on?
David Osaki
Yeah, we’ll just turn the mic up
?
Put it closer to your mouth.
David Osaki
There you go. Thank you very much.
Darlene Wolf-Setzer
So, I’m, I’m Darlene Wolf, uh, Setzer. And I live right above the driveway which is to the right there. And I look
down (unintelligible), you know, on the, to the right, but it shows that parcel. What is it? Where is it there, the
parcel? And that’s a swampy area, it’s always very swampy in there. And, uh, yeah I-I’ve been up there since
1968 and I’ve seen, uh, the river, the flooding about three or four times when that, that (unintelligible) full of
water, uh, over the driveway. Clear down the road to the driveway, clear on over to the (unintelligible) on this
side to the, to the (unintelligible) district. Full of water, that whole area. I seen that three or four different times
like that. Uh, and, uh, the-the ones that live down below had to be rescued by helicopter one of the times, and it’s
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a, it’s a regular flood area, the river just, it (unintelligible) goes in there. There’s no keeping it out of there. When
that, when that, when it’s flooding, and the river’s up, the water’s in there. Period. (unintelligible) it’s usually
swampy in that area too where it says, that parcel up there to the north, uh, east…
Susan Boyd
Do you mean parcel (unintelligible)
Darlene Wolf-Setzer
Yeah, and that’s a swampy area, (unintelligible) there’s tide pools and everything, there’s ponds outside the road
there too, always full of water.
David Osaki
All right. Thank you very much. Yes Sir.
Doug Hamar
Well I could have gone on for about two hours, but I, I’m just going to talk for the next three minutes, I think
(laughing)
David Osaki
At least (unintelligible)
Doug Hamar
I am prepared for 80, so let’s say 5 minutes I think. Anyway, we might have hoped,
David Osaki
oh, ok, I’m sorry. Can I get your name and address?
Doug Hamar
Oh Doug Hamar (laughing) I live at 21122 Calhoun Road.
David Osaki
Ok, very good. Thank you. Ok.
Doug Hamar
We might have hoped that this new SEIS, the product of PACE Engineering would be based on accuracy, and
with full disclosure. As it should be. Instead once again, we are presented with a document where the findings
are overwhelmingly purpose driven. I guess that is not surprising, when you consider that the reality of the
ground and any common sense analysis of that reality runs overwhelmingly against their purpose. The rezoning
of this property. In the 2013 FEIS proceedings, the same engineering firm calling on their expertise in the field,
repeatedly testified that lidar provided most accurate topographical survey of the property. And why did they
continually testify to that notion when they should have known better. I mean it seems reasonable to me to
assume they did know better. After all, they are the experts. It is difficult not to conclude that they testified to
this because the lidar interpreted the 8 foot high blackberry bushes throughout the property as solid ground.
Which gave them the compensatory flood storage they needed for their development. Well, in the final analysis,
that was a hard sell. They had to abandon their blackberry bushes in the face of facts. Gosh Darn, what are they
going to do now? There really isn’t enough compensatory flood storage available on that property. Their only
option, is to convince people a 100 year flood plain is a couple of feet lower than what FEMA says it is. But how
do they possibly do that? Well, surprise of all surprises, there is no culvert under the railroad tracks at the east
end of the slew, therefore, there is no connection to the river at that end. In fact the only water entering the slew
from the east, comes from the drainage ditches along the highway. How convenient is that? So convenient, they
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repeat this contention numerous times through the SEIS. It is pretty clear, their whole strategy for approval is
based upon this new discovery. So, why was it, a long standing assumption as stated in the SEIS, there was,
there was a culvert at the east end. Well, in the aerial photo of the property you look at which is pretty much the
level of detail they give, they’ve given the property in the past, clearly shows this is (unintelligible). It is the old
course of the river. An old river bed runs right under those railroad tracks. No culvert needed. There is river
water on the south side of those tracks, there’s river water between the tracks, and on the highway. There’s river
water in the slew, immediately south of the highway, or north of the highway. It doesn’t take an expert in
watershed hydrology, to understand particularly in the drought we’ve been experiencing, that none of that water is
coming from the drainage ditches along the highway. And it certainly isn’t backing up from the west end of the
slew a half mile downstream. I really think you ought to go down and look at the boulders under that stretch of
track. They are the size of refrigerators. I can see how that was calculated by the railroad to keep the tracks from
being washed out. As they have been in the past. I’m no expert, but I think it’s reasonable, the size of those
boulders was not calculated to prevent flood wash from flowing through those rocks at a reasonable enough pace
to relieve the pressure on the south side, of the tracks. And that’s way I have for today.
David Osaki
Thanks for coming out tonight.
Doug Hamar
Appreciate that
Lowell Anderson
Lowell Anderson, 129 E Rivmont Drive, Monroe, WA . Been here since, uh, 1950. This, uh, question, that was
just raised about the zoning, you have the 43 acres and their…. What they’re proposing giving…. We first of all I
had planned to comment tonight, but I feel compelled to. I haven’t finished my, uh, (unintelligible) for you. And
it will be on your desk before 5 o’clock on the 28th.
David Osaki
I recognize that
Lowell Anderson
However, this business about the 10.31 – 11.3 acres that are developable gives you a false sense of security.
Because once you develop this property, or zone it commercial, there are exceptions in the sec… in the in the
code, in the MMC that makes for specific differences and changes. And I’m not going to go through those
changes now, but that gives you a false sense of security. So, either you want to rezone the property at… and you
say you can’t, and if you can’t then of course it can lead you 100% locked in priorities, if you have to go that
route regardless of what the MMC says, you have the whole big fight ahead of yourself if you think you are going
to just use the incredibly small 10.3 acres, or whatever it is. Not only that, as Mr. Hamar pointed out, they don’t
even have the actual compensatory flood storage. That property is going to shrink considerably. So, I don’t think
you’re going to have 10 acres on the road side. You’re access is off below …. the developer has to pay for it. It
will cost oh, maybe 5 million for a roundabout, then you have a frontage road , you have to jump the slew, you
have get to the property. This is absolutely the worst site that you could possibly have a commercial
development. That I have ever seen. And, uh, as I say, I didn’t plan to speak tonight, but I feel compelled to, to
dispel this false sense of security that we have of only 11 acres of remaining to be developable. Once you change
the zoning, it’s fair game. Thank you.
David Osaki
All right, thanks for being here tonight. I know I saw more hands than three people. Ah…. There we go. Thank
you.
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Misty Blair
Would you like me to sign on the sheet?
David Osaki
Yeah, that would be great. Or if you would just speak really clearly with your name and address (unintelligible)
Misty Blair
(unintelligible) Misty Blair, my address is 15403 Calhoun Road
David Osaki
Very nice
Misty Blair
Uhm, let’s see. I didn’t prepare anything, I am preparing written comments on Monday, but but I think a couple of
things should probably be clarified. Ah, the native growth protection area is the easement that the city has the
authority to amend. And clearly says, in your code that you can, that the director has the ability to change or give
exceptions to things that are in, and all it is a report in this one county, it’s not it’s not something you can’t
change. Uhm, and what Lowell Anderson was referring to that the reasonable use exceptions in the
(unintelligible) ordinance ah… that this (unintelligible) these comments have been made since, the 2012 original
draft EIS, on this. But, ah… that the EIS does not actually refer to code. To your codes, so it says, it says that the
shorelines and wet lands and streams and steep slopes prohibit development on the majority of the site. You need
to reference what, what codes do that…. The prohibition because I don’t see that in the code. Prohibition in lay
use means you can’t get around it. You can’t get a variance to it, you can’t get a conditional use permit for it,
you can’t get around it. These are not prohibitions, they’re restriction that have exceptions. And I think that, that
should be addressed in, in the review. Ahm…. The other main comment I have is, when PACE went through and
chose what to, which of the growth management hearing boards comments to address. Some pretty big ones were
left out. Uhm… and I’ll be providing those specifically, but in my end of the… the main thing here is just that
you guys are supplementing an inadequate FEIS. And the supplement has not cured those inadequacies. So, the
alternative analysis, it wasn’t just about a no development, the board doesn’t even tell you to do no development,
one option is that you should be looking at existing condition for all environmental impacts. So, each alternative,
including the no action alternative should be compared to existing conditions. And the existing conditions
analysis in the original kept downplaying the habitat value, and the water quality value of the site (clear throat)
inadequately. So, you need to amend that so it’s clear what the existing conditions are. In the no action
alternative is very clear what the SEPA environmental 197-11 what a no action alternative is. It’s developed
under the existing, without the proposed change. In this case, the proposed change is a comp plan amendment.
And a rezone. So you should be looking at the site, what is reasonable development is under the limited open
space. And, no matter how you look at it, that is single family residential. Uh, the access, the only access
allowances right now through WASH DOT, and they own the access, it’s not owned by the property owner. Is,
the existing access which they said can accommodate I believe 3 single family homes. So, we should be looking
at the current condition, no action alternative as residential. And then you, compare that, those impacts to the
existing condition, and then you look at your three alternatives, and compare those impacts, and then, that’s when
you can compare the 4 to each other. But the way its set up right now, and the board, the board mentions this,
uhm in what you guys have as appendix A, if I’m seeing them in order, uhm, that was amended on, the amended
one from September 19, 2014, ah, that – that more of the flaws in this original FEIS is that the goal is commercial
development on the site. And that’s not per the non-action, that shouldn’t be the goal. Ah, whether it’s the city’s
goal, and that’s something that you can’t find in the record anywhere. Ah, somebody applies for a comp plan
amendment with you, but it’s the city that gets to decide whether to move forward with it, and they can, you guys
can limit it, you can change it, ah, they can apply for boundary line adjustment, and get it down to the devedevelopable area, ah…. None of those things have happened. And they’re not reviewed to as alternatives, which
they should be. Should not one of the alternatives be, to only rezone 11 acres. One of your alternatives should be
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not to rezone parts of D and E because they have almost no developable area on them. There’s no, the right now
the little access road, you can get back to a house there maybe, between parcels C and parcel D. You can’t get
back to a commercial development without building a commercial capacity road. That’s not analyzed in here.
So, the no action alternative should show, could I get there, maybe I could, maybe I couldn’t. Somebody needs to
look at it. Could I get back to my house there? Under existing zoning. (clear throat) and then, if I rezone it, how
am I going to get back there? Is there not an intrinsic impact that comes from rezoning it to commercial. And
then now that person needs to build access commercial property, they ‘re going to need a commercial entrance
there. It’s going to be a bigger road than that’s there now. Those are the type of things that your alternative
should be reviewing. Right now the alternate rive is just set up what PACE has determined to be an 11 acre
developable envelope to the max build out in all three scenarios. And in no case is there any analysis done of
what can happen if somebody came in and under a reasonable use exception and wanted to build outside of those
11 acres. Uhm… (clear throat) the, the other, the last point I want to make tonight is, like I said, you’re
((unintelligible)) Is on the FEMA flood plain. So, the original EIS, FEIS and this one looks at the site under the
proposed 2007 flood maps. Those are not adopted by the city. So, when they say what’s developable under
those, if I were to come in, if this was to be rezoned tomorrow, and I came in as a property owner, with an
application, none of those FEMA regulations apply. Because it’s not in, according to your code, it’s not in the
flood plain right now. It’s not in the 100, it’s in the 500. So, at least one of the alternatives should be looking at
existing codes and how those, not these potential codes that PACE has already argued may not even happen.
They don’t want…. And then the other thing is that the SEPA could be proposing mitigation that could address
some of this, like limiting the development area. Like requiring the most up to date FEMA maps be applied to the
property, if you’re going to rezone it. None of those things are even considered. I don’t see where the document
actually comes to, ah, leads you anywhere. It just is a lot of information without conclusions and without
proposed mitigation. And I think I’ll leave with that.
David Osaki
All right, thank you very much.
Clive Ellard
Am I the last comment…
David Osaki
Ah, I’ll ask a couple of times before we close it out, so if you want to come back and
Clive Ellard
Sure, sure
David Osaki
Give your name and address before you speak, that’s fine
Clive Ellard
Ok. Now?
David Osaki
Yes, please
Clive Ellard
Thank you. The name is Clive Ellard, I live at 21804 Calhoun Road, and I am remembering how this, if I can call
this a debacle, got started. I remember the year, but after years of the Planning Commission saying, “no this is a
bad project”. During a Council meeting, and I don’t remember the Council people but, there was a woman, and I
do remember the person that seconded it was the other Baptist minister in this city. Monroe Baptist church. Ah,
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fairly large, blonde, strawberry blonde, (unintelligible) somebody or other, you know. These are congr…. These
are Council people in the past. Ok, so, again just getting voted down, no, let’s forget this thing, how many times
is it going to be brought up? These two people, the woman started it, in her voice she said, “Well, it doesn’t cost
the city any money, let’s have this… .let him have is day in court.” And the second Baptist minister seconded it.
And Voooom it got put on the agenda. That has cost thousands of dollars expense to the city, and hopefully
somebody is going to come to their senses, and fix this thing before it goes any further. And it doesn’t matter
how many, how many tubes of lip stick you put on a pig, it’s still a pig. (other voices and laughing)
Susan Boyd
I guess you’re saying that to me, but….
Clive Ellard
You know, I’m addressing you because you’re putting the lipstick on.
David Osaki
All right. So I saw some more hands…. I’m willing to wait a little bit, in case you really want get some thoughts.
Again, ah, some of you may be thinking whether or not to come up here, if. I fully understand some people may
not feel comfortable coming up and speaking in front of an audience. You shouldn’t feel that way, because it, all
we’re going to do is just listen to what you have to say. Ah, certainly if you just want to provide comments in
writing, 5 o’clock next Monday the 28th. And the, Planning Commission is ah…. I’m actually quite impressed by
some of the comments here tonight. I really appre…. Cause I thought I was going to be talking to some
(unintelligible) and things like that, at least many of you understand this is an environmental document, so it’s
basically to inform the Planning Commission and inform the City Council of the environmental impacts of
potential comprehensive plan amendment and a rezone on a piece of property. Or, 5 pieces, 5 parcels technically.
So, ah, the more feedback that you can give at this point in time, is the more that we as a city looking at the type
of comments and the specific items you’re raising so, ah… What remaining comments tonight…. I knew if I
talked long enough someone would come up (other voices and laughing)
Ashley Sellers
Ah…. Ashley Sellers, 20930 E. Rivmont Drive.
David Osaki
Great, thank you
Ashley Sellers
Ah, I spoke to Melissa, before I bought my house. (laughing) She took us back and showed us all this. So, I
want to start because everybody here gets beat up really bad so, thank you so much. You’ve done a great job of
just like clearly saying what tonight’s about, and informing people, and I know it’s important we’re all upset, and
we all have stake in this, but really. This isn’t fun for you guys either. So, thanks for that. And I agree you have
a lot to gain because you have a lien on the property, ah… and I think that’s a huge conflict of interest anyway
you look at it. You have a company providing information that has a benefit, you can’t…. I understand, I see
your face I see your reaction over what people are saying. Like… ahhhh, and I get it, I would be the same way,
it’s like this is my company, this is my study. But you have to be able to address that. You have to say, “Wow
these people are looking at a city that’s allowed a lien to be kept on a property and that lien is the subject of
payment for that company.” That’s a huge conflict of interest. But the biggest thing I want (unintelligible) that I
saw in this, ah, is there has been a recent land movement slide, slope, whatever you want to call it, it’s not 10 feet
deep, thank God, because my house would be on the bottom of a hill, ah, but even where that land is, on that
aerial map, it’s not drawn in the right place. And it really lends to me, to kind of wonder how well that has been
studied. Because it’s a pretty significant movement. Ah, probably about, 15 or 20 feet wide, and half the bluff
down. I mean, not…. It’s like 2/3 high of the bluff. I meant it’s a pretty significant.
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Susan Boyd
Will that be in your written comments? Some… some sort of sketch of where you think that is…
Ashley Sellers
Yeah, no, absolutely, but well, I know where it is, because it’s by my home and it’s not even shown on that plot
map. So, ah… I just think there’s some things that are really inaccurate and I will address that more. But that’s
just one thing I wanted to bring up because that’s a really recent slide. Ahm, also I can just tell you we’ve only
lived up here a year and a half, and our back bluff is at a much more steep slant now than it was when we moved
there. You can’t tell me that heavy equipment and moving things in and out are not going to affect that. So, there
is a lot of recent land movement out there, and I think that needs to be addressed a little bit more in detail. So,
and this property owner bought this property with the current zoning. So, there is property rights there, but
there’s also property rights for some of these people that have lived up there, I mean longer than I’ve been alive.
So, there’s a lot to say about that.
David Osaki
Ok, so
Ashley Sellers
Ok, thank you
David Osaki
I, I Well, I know I said I wasn’t going to ask people questions, but since you already gave the information, give
me your address again,
Ashley Sellers
Ah, 20930 E. Rivmont Drive. And we share the recent slide with our neighbor.
David Osaki
Ok, all right
Ashley Sellers
And I know they’re not…. I don’t want to give it away, but it’s there.
David Osaki
All right. Thank you very much. Ok, it’s starting to get quiet again….. thank you for coming up. I appreciate it.
Brandi Blair
Ah, Brandi Blair 228 S. Lewis - Ah, I would like to (unintelligible) ‘cause I hope that ahm… that this really does
get… you said your name is on this, and ah, a fair review, ahm…. The one person who never shows up is the
property owner. The people who do a lot of work and keep showing up, year after year, are here again. Taking
their own time to protect the environment. I hope that, ah… hope that speaks to property planning.
Vicki Furrer
Vicki Furrer, 23811 SR 2, Monroe. Ah…. I was born here, and I’ve lived on a piece of property just 2 miles
down, the road towards Sultan from this ah… acreage for the last 57 years. So we were farmers, we’ve farmed
the land and ah… I guess one of the ah… the biggest things as far probably a little more boundary re… boundary
review than environmental but yet it does carry over to the environmental… it’s just that ah… you know the
mountains, the river valley, just coming out of Monroe as you crest the hill and leave the chaos of the city behind,
just is an automatic boundary to open up into the farm land. Ah, into the valley, and there isn’t development
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anywhere between Monroe and Sultan. It is farms, right and left all the way up the valley. Whether it be just you
know a few horses that someone is raising or a farming like we are cattle and hay. And when I say as you leave
Monroe the chaos behind, not just for the people, but for habitat for the wild life too. You can’t tell me that
paving over 12 acres and changing it to commercial, is going to welcome all the wildlife to still hang out in the
woods and all in the area there. Ah… which contributes and carries over to the next property, and the next
property, and even us down the road. Ah, as someone else brought up, property owners, you know, what are our
rights? All of us are living there most of us have lived there forever. (laughing) You know it’s been our home.
And, here somebody comes in and purchases this, knowing what it was zoned, what it should be used for, and in
trying to change that, ah… you know it was purchased knowing I think that’s one thing that has frustrating
especially, not just to homeowners, but all of us farmers is, farm land keeps getting pushed down, pushed back.
And the average farm here in Snohomish County is only 46 acres. It’s not the big 2 and 3 thousand dol…
thousand acres like it is in California. There’s been a lot of organic farms, (unintelligible) farms, and keeping this
agricultural land to preserve for generations to come is very important. There’s been a increase in farms in the
county in the last, last few years. Again, not huge farms, but small pieces like those, the average acreage is 46
acres. So this would be prime for doing something agricultural. The agricultural lands are prime habitat for
birds, wildlife, ah… you know we all try to be stewards of the land. And, as I said, it’s frustrating for us long, old
timers, that someone comes in and wants to change everything, change our lifestyle with houses coming in, you
know then you get complaints, on the farm as someone else said, they knew what it was zoned, so why are they
trying to change it? Then as I said, changing saying that only 12, 11 acres can be changed, what is going to once
it’s rezoned. Exactly, I feel like there’s no guarantee what can happen after that. Because I think that all of us
have seen that money does buy things. You know, from other development around our area just here in Monroe.
So, I just feel like there’s no guarantee that that will still all remain (unintelligible) uhm, uhm, cause as I said
money, money does buy development, and it buys, buys fill, and we’ve all seen that down in Fryelands. Us
oldies, never thought that could ever be built or developed on. But you bring enough fill in and that changes
everything. So, ah… like I say wildlife, run off, water quality, all of that needs to be addressed. And as I said it
just doesn’t impact that 11 acres, but if that’s paved over it’s not going to welcome any, any habitat for wildlife.
If anything it’s going to push birds and the eagles, or seagulls, in the trees out there. As I said I’ve lived there my
whole life along Highway 2 and ah… this would definitely impact the farmers all the way up the valley through
Sultan and on up. So, thank you.

David Osaki
Thank you. Thank you for being here. I appreciate it. (unintelligible) I will let you come up again (laughing)
I admire your determination. (unintelligible)
Darlene Wolf-Setzer
21608 Calhoun Rd. (unintelligible) and ah, anyway, ah, if the land development space now, that’s what it’s
zoned…
David Osaki
You are correct
Darlene Wolf-Setzer
What?
David Osaki
Yes
Darlene Wolf-Setzer
And, and the one that bought it ah, he, he, he wants to build a church is that right? Something to that affect…
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Susan Boyd
That was the original proposal that was protested and has led to
Darlene Wolf-Setzer
Well, I’m thinking….
Susan Boyd
Them not….
Darlene Wolf-Setzer
With the limited open space zoning, the one that bought the property, could build a church.
Susan Boyd
He could have, but it was protested…..exactly
Darlene Wolf-Setzer
Now, without rezoning it to commercial
Unknown voice
Who protested?
Darlene Wolf-Setzer
And I cannot see that property being zoned commercial, its agricultural. There, there been there Herons down
there, there’s hawks down there, there’s been kyotes down there ah… it, it, it’s a, a, a, raccoons they have kind of
a wildlife area down there. And to change it to zone it to commercial makes no sense what so ever. Because it is
ah… its rural. You know, and if they, if he did want to build a church he could build a church…. With the open
space zoning… he wouldn’t have to change the zoning to build a church. So, ah..
David Osaki
Ok, thank you. Ah….
Unknown voice
I would like to comment that protest… there’s been no protest, we welcomed the church. All they had to do was
put the church in. They decided that they wanted to flip it. If you want to read my letter from 2 thousand… or 2
thousand and 4 I state in that letter that this property was the perfect example of why wet land to develop into
commercial. It’s on record, it’s here I testify there’s been nobody that has protested…
Susan Boyd
I’ll go back and look at that, I, I appreciate your clarification there.
Unknown male voice
There’s been nobody protesting that. Build a church, put 5 houses in. That’s fine. Nobody protested that.
Susan Boyd
I appreciate your clarification
Unknown female voice
And leave the zoning as it is now
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Unknown male voice
Right
Unknown female voice
It doesn’t need to be changed
David Osaki
Ok, so just ah… the issue about the actual zoning is something that goes before the Planning Commission and
then the City Council. Ah…
Unknown female voice
(unintelligible) ‘cause I’ve been up there probably I’ve seen the water over the whole, whole area. The whole
area. From the (unintelligible) by the creek to that culvert across the driveway all over it.
David Osaki
Ok, thank you
Unknown female voice
Several times
David Osaki
Ah…. I don’t want to cut anyone short from getting up and speaking if you want speak, so…. again. So,
anybody else want to have the opportunity to speak…. Might as well start rambling again…. (laughing) Just to
give you a chance to speak if you want to. Ah…. Ah… Ok, so I’m not seeing anybody. If that’s the case, for
about the 6th time, I’ll just say 5 o’clock next Monday. Get us your written comments, and we’ll respond to that
October 12th, 7 o’clock Monday here in the Council Chambers. Planning Commission holds public hearing on the
comprehensive plan amendment and ah… the actual rezone. I’m just going to say thank you very much for
coming here tonight. Because, on a personal level I’ve actually been on your side of the bias, in terms of
speaking or trying to limit other projects and I know the amount of time it takes to actually come out here and try
to gather your thoughts. Uhm, so I really appreciate your taking the time to do that. And, I want to say there
have been very articulate comments tonight. So, thank you very much. And so what I’ll do is I’ll just, unless
anyone else wants to get up and speak, I’ll just conclude this portion and then the testimony portion and then folks
can go home, and then I’m willing to stay here and I think PACE is willing to stay here and handle specific
questions, and hopefully we can answer them. Recognizing we don’t have all the (unintelligible) So, that being
the case, ah… thank you very much for being here. I really appreciate your coming out.
<30:49>
CITIZEN COMMENT
Darlene Wolf-Setzer
21608 Calhoun Rd., Monroe WA 98272
Doug Hamar
21122 Calhoun Rd., Monroe WA 98272
Lowell Anderson
129 E Rivmont Dr., Monroe WA 98272
Misty Blair
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1007 S Adam St., Tacoma WA 98405
Clive Ellard
21804 Calhoun Rd., Monroe WA 98272
Ashley Sellers
20930 E Rivmont Dr., Monroe WA 98272
Brandi Blair
328 S Lewis St., Monroe WA 98272
Vicki Furrer
23811 SR 2, Monroe WA 98272
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